
BOOK 2, UNIT 2, ‘THE AGE OF ENCOUNTERS’ 

Textbook:  

 Early Modern Britain 1509-1760 (Collins ‘Knowing History’ 
series), Unit 2: Age of Encounters 

Writing focus: 

 Historical explanations 

 Three paragraph ‘balanced argument’ mini-essays. 

Final Assessment:  

 Essay: ‘To what extent did Italy lead the European Age of 
Encounters?’  

# Focus Lesson Title  Lesson Content  Teacher notes 

1 Reading What Was the 
Renaissance? 

Recap   Classical culture and learning in the Ancient world, and the impact of the Fall of Rome.  

 The educational, social and cultural life of Medieval Europe. 

 Stress vocabulary such as civilisation, technology, and concept of a society being ‘advanced’ or not. 

 

Reading  ‘The Italian Renaissance’, pages 18-19 of Early Modern Britain 1509-1760 (Collins ‘Knowing History’ 
series) 

Keywords  Renaissance Literally meaning ‘rebirth’, a period of cultural flourishing in late medieval Europe 

 Classical Relating to the art, culture or history of Ancient Greece and Rome 

 Constantinople The capital of the Byzantine Empire, and modern day Istanbul 

 City state A political system where a single city governs itself and its surrounding territories 

Images 
 

 Contrast Lenoardo d Vinci’s painting of the Last Supper from 1498 with a painting of the same scene 
from a 1430 Medieval Manuscript. 

 Contrast Raphael’s ‘The School of Athens’ from 1511 with a medieval illustration of the Pope and his 
Cardinals, 1300s.  

Activity   Complete first four boxes of Worksheet A, placing the events of the European Renaissance on an 
annotated map of Europe. 

2 Writing Why did the 
Renaissance begin in 
Italy during the 
fifteenth century? 

Recap  Recap focused on four keywords from previous lesson: Renaissance, Classical, Constantinople, City 
State.  

 

Reading  Leonardo da Vinci box on page 19 of Early Modern Britain 1509-1760 (Knowing History) 

Images  Images from Leonardo’s workbooks, such as anatomical sketches, mirror writing, and his helicopter 
design. 

 Leonardo’s Vitruvian Man. 

Activity  As a whole class, annotate two small mindmaps in exercise books. One for ‘why did the Renaissance 
begin in Italy’ and one for ‘why did the Renaissance begin in the fifteenth century’. 

Extended 
writing 

 Two paragraph explanation answer to the question: ‘Why did the Renaissance begin in Italy during 
the fifteenth century?’ 

Homework  Read ‘Leonardo da Vinci: the ultimate ‘Renaissance man’’ (taken from biography.com) and answer 
five comprehension questions. 

3 Reading  Recap  Questions 1-10 from the Knowledge Organiser. 



How did mankind’s 
knowledge of the world 
expand following the 
Renaissance? 

Reading  ‘Print, gunpowder and astronomy’, pages 20-21 of Early Modern Britain 1509-1760 (Collins ‘Knowing 
History’ series) 

 Take in books to mark ‘Why 
did the Renaissance begin in 
Italy during the fifteenth 
century?’ and homework on 
‘Leonardo da Vinci: the 
ultimate ‘Renaissance man’’ 

Keywords  Humanism A system of thought which concentrates on the human realm, often in place of religion 

 Movable-type printing A system of printing that uses and rearranges individual letters and 
punctuation 

 Heliocentric A system in astronomy where the sun is at the centre of the universe, or solar system 

Images  Compare image of monk writing a bible, with metal typing blocks.  

 Reconstructed version of the Guttenberg Press.  

 Graph of books published from 1454-1800, from Our World in Data.  

 Animation of Mars’ retrograde motion, from The Copernican Revolution, Wikipedia. 

Activity  Complete last three boxes of Worksheet A, placing the events of the European Renaissance on an 
annotated map of Europe. 

4 Writing  What posed a greater 
threat to the authority 
of the Catholic Church: 
Galileo or the printing 
press? 

Recap  Recap focused on keywords and people from previous lesson: Humanism, Movable-type printing, 
printing press, geocentric, heliocentric, Johannes Gutenberg and Galileo Galilei. 

 

Activity   As a whole class, complete a chart in exercise books. On one side, ‘how did Galileo threaten the 
authority of the Catholic Church’. On the other, ‘how did the Printing Press threaten the authority of 
the Catholic Church’. 

Whole-class 
feedback 

 Feedback on common errors from recent work, ‘Why did the Renaissance begin in Italy during the 
fifteenth century?’ and homework on ‘Leonardo da Vinci: the ultimate ‘Renaissance man’’ 

Extended 
writing  

 Three paragraph ‘balanced argument’ mini-essay answering the question: ‘What posed a greater 
threat to the authority of the Catholic Church: Galileo or the printing press?’ 

Homework   Revise questions 1-20 from the Knowledge Organiser. 

5 Reading  Why did European 
sailors want to find a 
sea passage to the East 
during the fifteenth 
century? 

Test  Questions 1-20 from the Knowledge Organiser. Teacher take in the mark /20.  Take in mark /20 for test.  

 Take in books to mark ‘What 
posed a greater threat to the 
authority of the Catholic 
Church: Galileo or the 
printing press?’ 

Reading  ‘Global Exploration’, pages 22-23 of Early Modern Britain 1509-1760 (Collins ‘Knowing History’ 
series) 

Keywords  Silk Road An ancient overground trade route which linked East Asia with the west  

 Cape of Good Hope The southern tip of Africa, notorious for its stormy weather and rough seas 

Images   Study the world map of Nicolaus Germanus, published in 1480. Explain what it is showing, and ask 
the pupils what is missing from/inaccurate about the map. 

 Compare and contrast the Germanus world map with the Nicolas Desliens world map, published in 
1566. 

 Map of the Silk Road, showing the major stops along the way: Lanzhou, Kashgar, Tashkent, 
Samarkand, Tehran, Damascus and so on.  

 Map of the world to show supposed route of Marco Polo’s journey, and route of Vasco da Gama’s 
first voyage. 



Activity  Answer the five ‘Check your Understanding’ questions on ‘Global Exploration’. 

6 Writing  Why was Vasco de 
Gama’s first voyage to 
India in 1499 a turning 
point in European 
history? 

Recap  Project world map (excluding Americas) on the board, and ask pupil to plot the Silk Road, the Cape 
of Good Hope, the journey of Marco Polo, Portugal, and the journey of Vasco da Gama.  

 

Keywords  Colony A country or area under the political control of a foreign country. 

 Turning Point A moment or event which significantly changes the course of history 

Activity  Discuss the concept of a ‘turning point’, and invite the pupils to give other examples from their 
existing historical knowledge.  

 As a whole class, complete a chart in exercise books. ‘Europe before 1499’ on one side, and ‘Europe 
after 1499’ on the other. Focus discussion on aspects such as knowledge of world geography, trade 
with Asia, European colonies and Empires in the Far East, willingness to explore the world, and so 
on.  

Whole-class 
feedback 

 Feedback on common errors from recent work, ‘What posed a greater threat to the authority of the 
Catholic Church: Galileo or the printing press?’ 

Extended 
writing 

 One paragraph explanation answering the question, ‘Why was Vasco de Gama’s first voyage to 
India in 1499 a turning point in European history?’ 

Homework  Read ‘William Caxton’ (taken from Robert Lacey, Great Tales from English History) and answer five 
comprehension questions. 

7 Reading  How did Christopher 
Columbus sail to 
America by accident in 
1492? 

Recap  Questions 21-30 from the Knowledge Organiser.  Take in books to mark ‘Why 
was Vasco de Gama’s first 
voyage to India in 1499 a 
turning point in European 
history?’ 

Reading  ‘Christopher Columbus’, pages 24-25 of Early Modern Britain 1509-1760 (Collins ‘Knowing History’ 
series) 

Images  ‘Columbus reaches America’ illustration from 1594. British Library.  

Activity  Answer five ‘Check your understanding’ questions on ‘Christopher Columbus’. 

8 Writing  Was Christopher 
Columbus’s voyage to 
America the most 
significant achievement 
of Renaissance Europe? 

Recap   Pupils list five great achievements of the Renaissance, who achieved them, and what date they 
occurred.  

 

Keyword   Significant An event, development or person which has an impact on a historical period, and the 
periods that follow.   

Activity  Discuss the concept of a ‘significance’ in history, and invite the pupils to give other examples from 
their existing historical knowledge.  

 As a whole class, complete a chart in exercise books. Write the statement ‘Christopher Columbus’s 
voyage to America was the most significant achievement of Renaissance Europe’, above the chart, 
and label the chart columns ‘agree’ and ‘disagree’.  

Whole-class 
feedback 

 Feedback on common errors from recent work, ‘Why was Vasco de Gama’s first voyage to India in 
1499 a turning point in European history?’ 



Extended 
writing 

 Three paragraph mini-essay answering the question, ‘Was Christopher Columbus’s voyage to 
America was the most significant achievement of Renaissance Europe’ 

Homework  Revise questions 21-40 from the Knowledge Organiser. 

9 Reading  How did Spain become 
the world’s first global 
superpower? 

Test  Questions 21-40 from the Knowledge Organiser. Teacher take in the mark /20.  Take in mark /20 for test. 

 Take in books to mark ‘Was 
Christopher Columbus’s 
voyage to America was the 
most significant 
achievement of Renaissance 
Europe’ 

Reading   ‘The ‘New World’’, pages 24-25 of Early Modern Britain 1509-1760 (Collins ‘Knowing History’ series) 

Keywords   Conquistadors Spanish soldiers who led the conquest of the Americas 

 Aztec Native American civilisation who ruled much of what is today called Mexico 

 Inca Native American civilisation who ruled much of what is today called Peru 

Images   Map of the world, with countries in which Spanish is a first language highlighted.  

 Artist’s impression of Tenochtitlan before Spanish colonisation 

 Photograph of Mexico City Cathedral (built out of the bricks of dismantled Aztec pyramids) 

 Photograph of Machu Picchu.  

 Photograph of ‘New World’ foods – chocolate, avocado, tomato, potato, sweetcorn etc.  

 Map of the world, with plot of Ferdinand Magellan’s circumnavigation  

Activity   Answer five ‘Check your understanding’ questions on ‘The ‘New World’’. 

10 Revision  How did Europe’s 
knowledge of the world 
change between 1490 
and 1566? 

Recap  Questions 41-50 from the Knowledge Organiser  

Keyword  Age of Encounters European history from the 1400s to the 1600s, encompassing the Renaissance, 
Global Exploration, and colonisation of the ‘New World’.  

Activity   Place fifteen events from the ‘Age of Encounters’ and ‘Henry VIII and the Reformation’ in 
chronological order. Worksheet B. 

 Go through the correct order as a class.  

 Pupils then create their own timelines, using pre-prepared strips of A3 paper. Worksheet C. 
Encourage pupils to make timelines memorable, such as colour-coding events by theme 
(Renaissance, Reformation, Age of Exploration, and so on).  

11 Planning To what extent did Italy 
lead the European Age 
of Encounters? 

Whole class 
feedback  

 Feedback on common errors from recent work, ‘Was Christopher Columbus’s voyage to America 
was the most significant achievement of Renaissance Europe’ 

 

Activity   Complete a chart with four columns, assigning details to do with the ‘Age of Encounters’ to four 
different ‘countries’ – Italy, Spain, Portugal and Germany.  

 Talk through success criteria detailed on the reverse of the planning sheet, Worksheet D.  

 Remind pupils of common errors from previous assessment essay, and hand out their previous 
assessment essays to read through. 

 Use planning sheet to plan essay, ‘To what extent did Italy lead the European Age of Encounters?’.  

Homework   Finish planning essay ready to write it for next lesson, and complete independent research on the 
topic.  



12 Assessment Write Assessment Writing   Write assessment essay, ‘To what extent did Italy lead the European Age of Encounters?’ in class, 
55 minutes.  

 Take in assessment essay to 
mark. Also take in planning 
sheets to ensure homework 
has been completed. 

 


